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Clarifications on the quarries received from prospective bidders during pre-bid conference/meeting held on 10-08-2016. 

Global Tender No.: SP-3/003/14/TMM/GT/16/02    

1. M/s Mermec S.p.A., Italy 

Sl. 

No. 

Document /Clause no. Clause detail Query  RDSO’s Clarification/Comments 

1 Global Bid Invitation/ 

Clause 1.0 

 

Last date of submission: 08-09-2016 

 

We kindly request you to extend last date of 

submission of the tender. As the complete 

Europe is closed for the summer vacation in 

month of august.  The last date for 

submission of the tender should be 4 to 6 

weeks after the receipt of the answers to all 

the queries of the Pre-bid conference. 

The last date of submission of 

bid has been extended from 

08-09-2016 to 20-10-2016 

(Thursday) and closing time 

14:30hrs (IST)  

2 Special Condition of 

Tender / 14.0 Payment 

Terms 

90% payment of FOB/CFR/CIF value as applicable 

excluding agency commission if any, against 

irrevocable Letter of credit will be released after 

submission of Bank Guarantee for an amount 

equivalent to 20% of contract value valid till 

commissioning of the system, on proof of 

inspection certificate and shipping documents. 

As there is already a Performance Bank 

Guarantee for 10% in place, we request RDSO 

to remove the additional requirement of the 

20% Bank Guarantee. This would mean that 

the total BG value at this stage issued by any 

firm would be = 10% + 20% = 30%. 

Clause 14.0 has been examined. 

Payment terms are very clear and 

level playing for all bidders. 

Hence points raised by the firm 

are not agreed to. 

3 Technical Specification No 

TM/IM/341 para 4.12 a PC 

base portable system for 

creation of track feature 

location file in the format 

specified in the 

subsequent paras of these 

specifications shall be 

supplied with the system. 

The system shall be capable of recording latitude 

and longitude of all track features accurately using 

a high precision GPS along with its code and 

distance from last kilometre post. the accuracy of 

the GPS system shall be better than 2.8 CEP. The 

system shall also have the capability to do the post 

processing of the track recording data. 

Since the measurement unit is not specified, 

we assume that CEP required, when satellite 

network is working fine, is 2.8 meters. Please, 

confirm it. 

CEP, required when satellite 

network is working fine, is 2.8 

meters CEP. 

 

Meter is added after 2.8 but 

before CEP in para 4.12 of 

technical specification 

4 Technical Specification No 

TM/IM/341 

xi) Vertical& lateral acceleration at axle box level 

on both sides of axle on a user selectable band 

We assume that the instrumentation of only 

one axle is required, by vertical/lateral 

It is confirmed that 

instrumentation of only one axle 
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Para 5.1 the system shall 

be capable of measuring / 

recording the following 

parameters. 

pass filter in the frequency range of 0 to 48 hzs. accelerometers on both sides. Please, confirm 

it. 

on both sides of axle is required 

for measurement of vertical and 

lateral accelerations. 

 

 There is no change in para 5.1 

(xi) of technical specification. 

5 Technical Specification No 

TM/IM/341 

 

Para 5.4.2  

RFID based automatic location detector (ALD) 

comprises of two parts, one passive ground 

transponder installed in track and one active unit 

installed in TRC to detect the ground transponder. 

The active unit (reader) of ALD sensors shall be 

suitable to be fitted underneath the coach body & 

shall be rugged enough to withstand field 

conditions. Reader is to be supplied by the 

supplier. The passive unit (tags) of ALD shall be 

installed on track by purchaser. For the purpose of 

validation of the RFID system supplied, 5 sample 

tags shall be supplied along with the system. 

Installation of the same will be carried out by the 

supplier with the assistance of the purchaser. The 

supplier will install the RFID reader compatible 

with RFID tag of open protocol and will provide the 

names of at least three manufactures of 

compatible tag along with make and model 

number. 

Please, confirm if the tag solution to be 

installed by RDSO along the railway tracks has 

been already identified/selected or not, to 

understand if it is possible to agree for active 

type tag (instead of passive tags), because of 

the higher performance suitable with railways 

applications (allowing greater speed and 

effective detection) and much more better 

EMC profile (requiring much less power 

without the need to excite a passive tag) to 

avoid EMI issues.  

 

Moreover, the active tags have long life 

internal battery and the battery lifetime is 

comparable to the typical lifecycle of a 

passive tag in railways track environment. 

It is clarified that RFID reader will 

be installed in TRC. The firm shall 

supply and install RFID reader 

and Tag of open protocol (Active 

or Passive) on IR Track for testing 

of system. RDSO will install the 

RFID tags of open protocol only 

after successful testing of same 

during field trials and validation 

at desired speed.   

 

There is no change in para 5.4.2 

of technical specification. 

 6 Technical Specification No 

TM/IM/341 

Para 5.4.6  

5.4.6 The speed shall be accurately recorded using 

an optical or any other suitable encoder connected 

to one of the axles of the TRC. The speed shall be 

displayed in digital form inside the TRC at two 

suitable locations. A spare tachometer shall be 

provided duly connected with another axle as 

standby. 

Double encoder is required for localisation: 

one in use, a second one as spare, but it’s not 

clear if installed on the axle or to be kept at 

store. Please clarify. 

The spare tachometer shall be 

provided duly connected towards 

other side of same axle i.e. if 

main tachometer  is connected 

on left axle box the spare 

tachometer will be installed on 

right side of same axle as stand 

by so that recording can be 

continued in minimum time if 
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main encoder got defective 

during recoding.  

 

Hence para 5.4.6 is amended to:- 

 

The speed shall be accurately 

recorded using an optical or any 

other suitable encoder 

connected to one of the axles of 

the TRC. The speed shall be 

displayed in digital form inside 

the TRC at two suitable 

locations. A spare tachometer 

shall be provided duly connected 

with other side of same axle as 

standby. Accuracy of Speed shall 

be +/-2% 

7 Technical Specification No 

TM/IM/341 

Para 6.11  

6.11 The system shall be provided with good 

quality UPS of proper rating and reputed make. 

The entire system will be powered via this UPS, 

with back up time of at least 60 minutes. Stand by 

constant voltage transformer (CVT) shall also be 

provided in addition to UPS. 

Please, clarify the requirement related to the 

CVT to be provided in addition to the UPS and 

which would be the corresponding use 

CVT shall be provided as standby, 

CVT will be used when UPS got 

defective during recording. 

There is no change in para 6.11 

of technical specification. 

 

8 Technical Specification No 

TM/IM/341 

para 7.1.4 

xii) Determination of number of peaks above two 

and three predefined threshold for vertical and 

lateral acceleration at bogie pivot of coach, left 

side axle box, right side axle box and in locomotive. 

Please, specify exactly if, in addition to the 

vertical/lateral car body accelerometers 

(front/rear bogie pivot area) and 

vertical/lateral axle box accelerometers (left 

right, for one axle) referred to the coach, the 

same layout must be replicated also on a 

locomotive (so, doubling the sensors) and, in 

this case, where the locomotive must be 

considered respect to the wagon (adjacent or 

separated and at what maximum distance). 

Our understanding is that the reference to 

It is very clear that vertical and 

lateral acceleration will be 

measured at one bogie pivot of 

coach under instrumentation 

room. Another accelerometer 

which will be portable shall be 

provided to measure vertical and 

lateral acceleration in Loco/Test 

Vehicle. Therefore one 

accelerometer is fixed and other 

is portable.  There shall be one 
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the Locomotive might be a mistake. Please 

confirm or provide also details of the 

locomotive. 

 

staff car between loco and TRC 

coach.  Length of one coach is 

approximately 25 m.  In addition 

to above, vertical and lateral 

acceleration shall also be 

measured at left and right side 

axle box of one axle. 

9 Technical Specification No 

TM/IM/341 

 

Para 10.3  

10.3 System software flow chart, algorithms, 

source code, etc. shall be supplied. 

Source code and executable files of the software 

shall also be supplied on 

CD/DVD as well as in hard copy. 

Proprietary Information/source code which is 

the experience based knowledge and 

developed over the period of time cannot be 

provided. The source code can be provided 

only for custom reports generation software 

which is developed specifically for RDSO 

reports. We hope that RDSO can accept this 

approach for any item which is a proprietary 

and internal know how of the manufacturer. 

Proprietary information/source 

code shall be provided. However 

an NDA (Non disclosure 

Agreement) will be signed and 

submitted to supplier by 

purchaser. 

10 GCC-GT  

Annexure XIV 

 Shall we fill in the annexure XIV along with 

the offer? Or only a successful tenderer need 

to submit after the tender finalisation? 

It is advisable to submit 

Annexure-XIV (NEFT Mandate 

form) duly filled in along with 

techno-commercial bid/offer. 

11 GCC-GT  Is there any clauses regarding intellectual 

property? We think that protection of 

intellectual property of the OEM 

manufacturer when sophisticated technology 

is involved is a necessity. 

The tender does not involve any 

transfer of technology. Please 

read clause 2300 of General 

conditions of contract for global 

tender (GCC-GT) very carefully. 

12 Special conditions of 

Tender 

9.0 Warranty  

10.0 AMC 

 Kindly confirm that working intervention due 

to damage/accidents caused by RDSO staff or 

beyond the reasonable control of the supplier 

and spare parts related to accidents and 

damages beyond the reasonable control of 

the supplier are not included in warranty 

period and in AMC and should be paid 

separately by RDSO. 

Such fortuitous events are unpredictable and 

Such speculation raising doubt on 

competency and intention of 

RDSO officials cannot be 

commented upon. Bidders are 

expected to follow good business 

practices. Conditions relating to 

Warranty (Clause 9.0) and AMC 

(clause 10.0) in Special conditions 

of tender are very clear. 
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no bidder would be able to take appropriate 

cover for such exceptional costs. 

However, Bidders may go 

through clause 1000 of General 

conditions of contract for global 

tender (GCC-GT) relating to Force 

Majeure. 

13 Special conditions of 

Tender 

10.11 Payment terms for 

AMC-point A 

 The single annual payment is too heavy from 

a financial point of view for the contractor.  

We propose that AMC payment should be 

carried out in 4 instalments each year. Each 

instalment payment should be made based 

on an invoice submitted by the contractor 

and certificate from SSE/in-charge and  

ARE/In-charge regarding satisfactory 

performance of the system during the 

previous 3 months. 

However the payment should be carried out 

regularly also if the system should be out of 

service for reasons not attributable to the 

contractor. 

Please confirm that the above can be 

accepted. 

Conditions are very clear and 

level playing field considered for 

all bidders. Points raised by the 

firm are not agreed to. 

14 Special conditions of 

Tender 

10.11 Payment term for 

AMC-point B 

 We propose that mandatory spare parts are 

bought by RDSO at the beginning of the AMC, 

so that contractor can import in India with 

custom fees immediately charged on RDSO at 

the rates available for RDSO. 

It would be a big financial effort for the 

contractor to import the spare parts and keep 

them in store in India without making a sale 

over a period of 5 years. 

In addition it is not clear what would happen 

to the mandatory spare parts which would 

not be used at the end of the AMC period, 

will they be bought by RDSO? Please clarify. 

Conditions are very clear and 

level playing to all bidders. Points 

raised by the firm are not agreed 

to.  
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15 Special conditions of 

Tender 

10.11 Payment term for 

AMC-point C 

 Please clarify the meaning of “All dues from 

the firm shall be deducted from firm’s current 

bill”. 

It means that any recoveries due 

or any penalties on the part of 

the firm will be deducted from 

the firm’s bill submitted by the 

firm at that point of time. 

16 GCC-GT-June 2014 

1601 Payment to Foreign 

Supplier 

80% payment at the shipment There is a discrepancy between GCC and 

special conditions, which will apply? 

Please read clause 1.0 of Special 

conditions of tender and clause 

3300 of General conditions of 

contract for global tender (GCC-

GT) very carefully. In case of any 

difference, the conditions given 

in Special conditions will prevail. 

17 Special conditions of 

Tender 

14.1 Payment to foreign 

supplier 

90% payment at the shipment There is discrepancy between GCC and special 

conditions, which will apply? 

Please read clause 1.0 of Special 

conditions of tender and clause 

3300 of General conditions of 

contract for global tender (GCC-

GT) very carefully. In case of any 

difference, the conditions given 

in Special conditions will prevail. 

18 Special conditions of 

Tender 

 

(b) Balance 10% payment within 90 days through 

Bank transfer after successful installation, 

commissioning and proving out test of system and 

submission of bank guarantee for an amount of 

10% of total contract value, valid for warranty 

period plus 90 days, towards warranty 

performance, within 30 days of the receipt of bill 

Please clarify if payment is within 90 or 30 

days? 

 

Please clarify also what is the exact meaning 

of “proving our test of system”. 

For better understanding of 

clause 14 (b) of Special 

conditions of tender, this 

clause is elaborated as under: 

 

14 (b) Balance 10% payment 

will be made to the firm 

through Bank transfer after 

successful installation, 

commissioning and proving 

out test of system and 

submission of bank guarantee 

(BG) for an amount of 10% of 

total contract value, valid for 
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warranty period plus 90 days, 

towards warranty 

performance, within 30 days 

from date of receipt of the Bill, 

Provided Warranty BG is 

submitted before date of 

submission of bill and same is 

confirmed by the Issuing Bank 

before release of such 

payment. 

Hence Corrigendum is to be 

issued for 14 .1 (b)   and 14.2 

(b) of SCT. 

19 Special conditions of 

Tender 

10.0 Annual Maintenance 

contract (AMC)  

 

10.7 The half yearly preventive maintenance shall 

be done at Lucknow.  Break down maintenance has 

to be carried out at Lucknow, Bangalore, Chennai, 

Delhi, Mumbai and Kolkata. 

Can RDSO guarantee that in all these location 

there will be proper working conditions with 

presence of a pit and internet connection? 

Provision of Internet 

connection is part of the 

system. All intervention does 

not require pit, however pit is 

available on all these locations 

and can be made available on 

requirement. 

20 Special conditions of 

Tender 

10.0 Annual Maintenance 

contract (AMC)  

 

10.9 The firm shall provide at its own expense, the 

services of competent engineers during the AMC 

period [preventive maintenance and break down 

maintenance as and when required.  The system 

shall be attended to by the service Engineer within 

72 hrs of receipt of communication regarding 

failure at the station where the system becomes 

defective or any other place found convenient by 

the purchaser.  The system shall be rectified and 

commissioned for operation within 5 days of the 

date service engineer attends, in case no import of 

spares is required and , within 10 days in case 

The intervention of technician is possible 72 

hours after the TRC is at one of the 

designated depots for corrective 

maintenance. The technician shall prepare an 

intervention report that will need to be 

accepted by RDSO prior to the corrective 

action itself.  After RDSO acceptance of such 

report it will be possible to intervenes within 

5 to 10 days depending from availability of 

the spare parts. 

Can RDSO confirm that such modality is 

accepted? 

It is clarified that system shall 

be attended at nominated 

places but the time of 72 hrs 

will be from the time of 

communication of fault to firm 

through email and it will 

include weekend and holidays 

also.  

Time period of 5/10 days is 

inclusive of diagnosis and 

repair. The technician is to 
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import of spares is needed. In any case from the 72 hours should be 

excluded Public holidays and Saturdays and 

Sundays, can this be accepted by RDSO? 

As for the 10 days intervention for spare parts 

to be imported, such date must be excluding 

the time required for custom clearance in 

India, since such time is unpredictable. 

Can RDSO confirm? 

In any case the 5 to 10 days must be 

considered as working days, so weekends and 

Public holidays must be excluded.  

Can RDSO confirm? 

give only estimation of actual 

time required for repair, which 

will be confirmed by the 

official of RDSO present in 

coach. Per day intervention 

cost and spares cost will be 

fixed thus no report is 

required. The intervention 

charges will be paid as per the 

actual days of intervention 

subject to maximum 

estimated intervention time. 

1 Special Conditions of 

Tender 

 

6.0 Eligibility Criteria 

6.1 The bidder shall be either 

manufacturer or their authorized dealer 

and should have supplied, installed and 

commissioned at least two (02) 

Contactless LASER sensor and inertial 

principle based track recording systems 

covering all the following four features in 

last five (5) years  

 

• Track Geometry Parameters 

• Vehicle Parameters 

• Acceleration measurement at Axle 

box level 

• Rail Profile and Wear parameter 

 

The supplied systems shall have the 

facility to record at least two of the above 

We kindly suggest that each of the 2 

required systems to be presented to 

RDSO in order to satisfy this part of 

the Eligibility Criteria should contain 

at least the track geometry 

parameters, since the track geometry 

parameters are the most critical ones 

for what is regarding safety of 

circulation and maintenance 

activities. 

 

For this reason the system is named 

by RDSO itself Contactless LASER 

sensor and inertial principle based 

track recording systems. 

 

RDSO should consider that in most 

Suggestion is not agreed to. 

However, clause 6.1  of 

eligibility criteria is elaborated 

to avoid any confusion which 

is as under:- 

 

6.1 The bidder shall be either 

manufacturer or their 

authorized dealer and should 

have supplied, installed and 

commissioned at least two 

(02) [i.e. two or more than 

two] Contactless LASER sensor 

and inertial principle based 

track recording systems, have 

capability of recording at least 

up to a maximum speed of 

200kmph and covering all the 

following four features in last 
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features in each system and shall have 

capability of recording at least up to a 

maximum speed of 200 kmph. 

railways 2 of the parameters required 

are considered as a single one, that is 

 

• Vehicle Parameters 

• Acceleration measurement at Axle 

box level 

 

Are generally considered together as 

a single measuring system, very often 

named as “Acceleration 

Measurement system”, or “ride 

quality measuring system” 

five (5) years from the date of 

publication of tender notice 

on RDSO website i.e. on and 

after 26-07-2011   but not 

after last date of submission 

of bid/offer. 

 

Four are the following 

features: 

(i)Track Geometry parameters 

(ii) Vehicle Parameters 

(iii)Acceleration measurement 

at Axle box level 

(iv)Rail Profile and Wear 

parameter 

 

Such supplied and 

commissioned systems shall 

have the facility to record at 

least two of the above 

features in each system in 

order to show their capability 

of all four features mentioned 

above together. 

 

The bidders shall submit copy 

of contracts and proof of date 

of installation & 

commissioning from the User 

Railways (Indian or foreign) 

showing/indicating features 
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mentioned above in the 

supplied systems, along with 

techno-commercial bid/offer.  

 

Corrigendum is to be issued 

for para 6.1 of SCT and para 

6.3 of SCT stands deleted. 

2 Special Conditions of 

Tender 

 

6.0 Eligibility Criteria 

6.2 The supplied systems shall be 

performing satisfactorily on a railway 

network and at least one (01) system 

supplied by him shall be performing 

satisfactorily on a railway network [Indian 

or Foreign Railways] at least for last 02 

years. The Bidder should submit the 

performance certificate issued by the user 

of the systems in this regard along with 

Techno-commercial bid. 

Please clarify if, as a logical 

consequence, the performance 

certificate to be submitted should 

contain all 4 parameters below: 

 

• Track Geometry Parameters 

• Vehicle Parameters 

• Acceleration measurement at 

Axle box level 

• Rail Profile and Wear parameter 

Clause 6.2  of eligibility criteria 

is elaborated to avoid any 

confusion which as under:- 

 

The supplied systems shall be 

performing satisfactorily on a 

railway network and at least 

one (01) [i.e. one or more than 

one system] supplied and 

commissioned by the bidder, 

each system having at least 

two of the features so as to 

cover all the four features 

mentioned in clause 6.1 above 

in the supplied 

system/systems, shall be 

performing satisfactorily on a 

railway network {Indian or 

Foreign} at least for last 02 

years i.e. such systems should 

be supplied and commissioned 

before 26-07-2014 (two years 

from date of publishing the 

tender notice on RDSO 
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website). The Bidder should 

submit the performance 

certificate/ report issued by 

the user Railways (Indian or 

Foreign) of such systems 

indicating the features 

covered therein in the 

performance certificate/ 

report along with techno-

commercial bid/offer as 

documentary proof to meet 

the eligibility criteria. Such 

performance report from 

users shall not be more than 

one year old. 

 

Corrigendum is to be issued 

for para 6.2 of SCT and para 

6.3 of SCT stands deleted. 

 

2. M/s TVEMA, Russia 

 

S .No. TVEMA quarries RDSO’s Clarification/Comments 

1 Operating conditions required for the system are too strict.  100% 

humidity, as well as heavy fog, rain and extreme dust volumes in 

certain combinations can and will prevent optical systems from proper 

operation.  The rule of a thumb in this case is simple: if a human eye 

cannot see the rail from the operating distance of the system, the 

optical system will most likely provide erratic data.  We ask to 

Atmospheric conditions given are prevalent on IR at 

one or the other time in various parts of country. The 

system will be tested under these conditions. Even in 

heavy fog condition the rail will be visible from short 

distance thus if sensors are mounted properly at 

suitable distance from rail the rail will be visible for 
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reconsider the wording of this requirement, e.g. “the system must be 

properly protected to minimise to an extent possible the influence of 

humidity, heavy fog, rain and extreme dust volumes” 

measurement under mentioned conditions. Thus 

request is not agreed to. 

2 Please provide the reason for selectable sampling distance- as of our 

experience it seems to be unnecessary.  Our system uses constant 

sampling distance of 20mm which exceeds the requirements and 

provides high precision measurement.  This can be adjusted, but 

making it user selectable requires a lot of changes in algorithms that we 

consider pointless.  We suggest to exclude this requirement. 

The user selectable sampling interval is required for 

selection of specific measurement chord, which shall be 

in the even multiple of sampling interval and wheel 

wear compensation. Present system at RDSO is working 

with user selectable sampling distance. Thus request is 

not agreed to. 

3 The question is regarding the automatic pause of the recording to 

exclude the reverse data. Our system records data in both directions, 

but marks the “reverse data” as not needed. This reverse data is clearly 

indicated on screen, excluded from automated processing and report 

generation, but still saved.  Is it possible to use this method instead of 

putting the system in paused state? 

If the reverse data is indicated on screen and print in 

same channel then, original data will not be clearly 

visible. Further if the reverse data is stored it needs to 

be ignored during statistical calculations, otherwise it 

will vitiate the results. As the reverse data if recorded is 

of no use and making calculations of results 

complicated, there is no need to record it. Thus request 

is not agreed to. 
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M/s INFOTANS, Russia 

Sl. 

No. 

Document 

/Clause 

no. 

Clause detail Query  RDSO’s Clarification/Comments 

1 3.1 The track recording system with 

all related instrumentation / 

electronic system shall be 

installed in an IR Broad Gauge 

(1676 mm) Coach which will be 

supplied by the Purchaser. The 

coach will consist of a LHB shell 

mounted on FIAT bogies 

provided with hooks and buffer 

for attachment to other rolling 

stocks of IR. The layout drawing 

of coach and bogie will be 

supplied along with tender 

document. 

(a) Power supply of the 

measuring system 

mentioning the 

characteristics of the 

supply voltage and 

possible/ allowable/ 

limitations, if any of/ for 

power consumption. 

 

(b) Compressed air supply 

details. Is there any 

compressed air source? If 

yes, then which pressure it 

provides, level of air 

filtering, humidity, 

acceptable air 

consumption and 

allowances. 

(c) Detailed engineering 

drawings for the coach, 

under coach/ under frame 

body space and bogies to 

be provided. It is 

necessary to define the 

range of the possible 

movements and 

a) Supply to measuring system shall be provided form diesel generating 

set/AC main line.  System should have in built protection to absorb 

voltage fluctuation and should work on 220 V + 10%, 50 Hz + 5% AC 

supply. 

b) Compressed air source is not available in TRC.  If required, It shall be 

supplied along with system by the firm. 

c) Soft copy of drawing for the coach layout and under frame is attached 

with specifications. 

 

 

       “Supply to measuring system shall be provided form diesel generating 

set/AC main line.  System should have in built protection to absorb 

voltage fluctuation and should work on 220 V + 10%, 50 Hz + 5% AC 

supply” and “Compressed air source is not available in TRC.  If 

required, It shall be supplied along with system by the firm”  are 

appended in para 3.1 of technical specification  
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inclinations of the coach 

body relative to the bogie 

frame. 

 

2 4.3 The system shall be capable of 

storing raw data 

(Transducer/Sensor signals), 

profile/chord in ASCII/Binary 

and processed data in 

ASCII/Database format in 

separate files for 10,000 km of 

track recording. An additional 

mirror image disk of the same 

capacity shall also be provided 

to guard against possible loss of 

data in case of hard disk crash. 

Option to record or not to 

record various types of data 

shall be selectable by the 

operator through user interface. 

The system shall also be capable 

of uninterrupted recording and 

storage of above- mentioned 

data for 1,000 km. 

a) Is the requirement that 

one file should have 

recording and storage for 

10,000 kms?  Can it also 

mean that there can be 

smaller files of 10kms 

(example) each for 

maximum storage of 

10,000kms and not more? 

What would be the testing 

parameters for/during 

commissioning? Is this 

correct or maybe a 

mistake? 

a) No, it is storing capacity for 10,000 kms for all type of files for various 

sub systems to avoid frequent backup. However single file for each 

type of data shall be capable of storing data for maximum 1000 

kilometres of track recording. The length of recording data in different 

files will depend on one day continuous recording without pause in 

the system. 

 

Hence, there is no change in para 4.3 of technical specification. 

 

3 4.4 System shall have the capability 

for real time reporting of the 

following peak information to 

TMS server, Divisional control 

and Sr. Section Engineer/ 

Section Engineer of the 

concerned section through 

(a) Who will install the units 

for remote data 

transferring on the 

coach? 

 

(b)   Which transfer protocol 

would be used? 

a) Units for remote data  transferring on the coach shall be installed by 

supplier  

b)    It will depend on system design. 

 

c) The adoption of technology depends on supplier to achieve the desired 

requirement. 
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cellular communication 

network/ Wireless Broadband or 

Satellite communication. 

 

(c) Is it enough to use only 

GPRS/3G or satellite 

communication is 

necessary 

 

Hence, there is no change in para 4.4 of technical specification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 4.12 A PC base portable system for 

creation of track feature 

location file in the format 

specified in the subsequent 

paras of these specifications 

shall be supplied with the 

system. The system shall be 

capable of recording latitude 

and longitude of all track 

features accurately using a high 

precision GPS along with its 

code and distance from last 

Kilometer post. The accuracy of 

the GPS system shall be better 

than 2.8 CEP. The system shall 

also have the capability to do 

the post processing of the track 

recording data. 

(a)  For this, we need the 

railway network base 

with geographical 

reference points of 

objects, as referred 

above. 

(b) What kind of positioning 

data post-  processing is 

required? Please clarify 

or attach. 

a)  This is irrelevant requirement. The data which is to be created by 

system is being asked. 

b)  The system shall be capable of generating all off line reports of various 

sub systems with the stored process data. 

 

There is no change in para 4.12 of technical specification. However, 

Meter is added after 2.8 but before CEP in para 4.12 of technical 

specification. 

5 5.1 (i) The System shall be capable of 

measuring / recording the 

following parameters. 

 

i) Absolute vertical profile of left 

(a)  Is the requirement to filter 

technical data, equal to 

EN 13848-2? 

(b)  Since we get astronomical 

number of possible filters, 

a)  No. It is not equal to requirement given in EN-13848-2 

b) The filters shall be user selectable in the specified range and system 

with such facility is operating on IR. Thus any deviation as suggested 

by the firm is not agreed to. 
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and right rail on two user 

selectable band pass filters in 

the range of 3 m to 100 m in 

steps of 1m  

 

on which level the filters 

should be set? How often 

will these user selectable 

parameters change? 

Whether a utility for 

generation of required 

filters should be included 

into supply package? 

 

 

 

 

Hence, there is no change in para 5.1 (i) of technical specification. 

 

6 5.1 (ii) Unevenness of left and right rail 

on two user selectable chords in 

a range of 2 m to 20 m 

simultaneously with actual 

chord length being an even 

multiple of sampling distance. 

While recording on chord, only 

one band pass filter is to be 

selected for acquiring the 

vertical profile in the range of 3 

m to 100 m in steps of 1m. 

(a)   If the Purchaser is 

interested in getting of 

parameters in the wave 

range from 1m 

(according to EN 13848-

1:2003/FprA1:2015). 

(b) If the Purchaser is 

interested in getting of 

short waves parameters 

of the running surface 

longitudinal profile in 

accordance with EN 

13231-3? 

a)  Irrelevant query. The requirement is not related to provisions of EN-

13848-1 or 13848-3. This is chord base measurement and 

measurements are to be done on two user selectable chords 

b)   --------------Do---------------- 

 

Hence there is no change in para 5.1(ii) of technical specification. 

7 5.1 (v) Gauge (measured 14mm below 

rail table) at every sampling 

point. 

 

 

 

(a)  In which way should the 

Gauge be defined – in 

accordance with EN 

13848-1 or as distance 

between points on 

predefined depth? 

a)   Distance between inner face of rail at 14 mm below rail table is known 

as gauge. 
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(b) Please provide the 

description of the term 

Running surface. 

b)    Term running surface is not used in this para. 

 

Hence there is no change in para 5.1(v) of technical specification. 

8 5.1(vi) Super elevation or Cant at every 

sampling point. 

 

 

(a)  In which way is the cant is 

defined – in accordance 

with EN 13848-1 «Cross 

level» or does that 

means something else? 

a)   Cant is defined as difference in vertical level of left and right rail at 

sampling point. 

 

Hence there is no change in para 5.1(vi) of technical specification. 

9 5.1(ix) a) Internal Rail Profile 

 

b) Lateral wear (Horizontal 

gauge side wear) 

 

c) Vertical wear 

 

d) 450 internal rail profile wear 

 

 

 

(a)  Is the Purchaser 

interested in getting of 

cross profile parameters 

in accordance with EN 

13848-1 Annex B, 

including: 

(a1)  Rail inclination 

(a2)  Equivalent Conicity 

 

(b)   In which way the wears 

are required to be 

detected ? EN does not 

have a clear definition 

for this parameter. Every 

country has its own 

national standards which 

differ from country to 

country for this. 

(a)  Rail profile and wear parameters are not as per EN code. The 

mentioned parameters are to be recorded as per accuracy specified 

in para 5.3 

 

(b)  Wear is to be calculated by superimposing the measured profile over 

the new rail profile stored in the system.  

 

 

Hence there is no change in para 5.1(ix) of technical specification. 

10 5.1(x) Vertical and Lateral acceleration 

on bogie pivot of TRC and in 

Loco/Test Vehicle in a band pass 

of 0-16 Hz or 0-8 Hz. Option to 

select either bands shall be 

(1) We need the range and 

measuring accuracy. 

(2)  We should measure on 

one bogie or on both 

bogies? 

1)   The range is + 2.0g and accuracy is + 0.01g 

2)    It shall be measured on one bogie 

3)   Only an additional portable acceleration measuring sensor/ 

transducer will be required for installation in Loco/Test vehicle which 

needs to be connected with the main system through cabling for data 
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available. 

 

 

(3)  The requirement isn’t 

clear. Should we supply 

an additional removable 

system for acceleration 

measuring, which should 

be installed on the loco? 

acquisition and processing. 

 

Hence 5.1 (x) of technical specification is amended to:- 

 

          Vertical and Lateral acceleration on one bogie pivot of TRC and in 

Loco/Test Vehicle in a band pass of 0-16 Hz or 0-8 Hz. Option to 

select either bands shall be available. The range of acceleration 

measurement is + 2.0g and accuracy is + 0.01g 

 

11 5.1(xi) Vertical & lateral acceleration at 

axle box level on both sides of 

axle on a user selectable band 

pass filter in the frequency 

range of 0 to 48 Hzs. 

(a) We need the range and 

measuring accuracy. 

 

(b) On which (how many) 

wheel sets we should 

measure the 

accelerations? 

a) The range is + 5.0g and accuracy is + 0.01g 

 

b) Acceleration shall be measured on one wheel set. 

 

Hence 5.1 (xi) of technical specification is amended to:- 

 

Vertical & lateral acceleration at axle box level on both sides of one axle 

on a user selectable band pass filter in the frequency range of 0 to 48 Hzs. 

The range of acceleration measurement is + 5.0g and accuracy is + 0.01g 

 

12 5.3 The accuracy of wear in terms of 

repeatability and reproducibility 

shall be measured in terms of SD 

of sample to sample variation 

for a block of 200 m and the 95 

percentile values shall be within 

the limits given below 

Lateral wear (Horizontal gauge 

side wear) 0.2mm 

Vertical wear 0.2 mm 

450 internal rail profile wear 0.2 

mm 

The accuracy depends on 

definition of wear parameters 

- for parameters, which are 

defined according to 

measured profile, it’s easy to 

implement 

- for parameters which should 

be combined with reference 

profile, the accuracy will be 

worse 

Accuracy is defined in terms of   repeatability i.e. standard deviation of 

difference in two successive measurements for a block of 200m. The 

query is not relevant in this context.  

 

Hence there is no change in para 5.3 of technical specification 
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13 5.4.2 The system shall be installed 

with RFID based Automatic 

Location Detector (ALD) for 

location synchronization as per 

technical details given below: 

(a) It there are any 

requirements for choosing of 

RFID supplier. 

(b) Is it possible to use, for 

example, ETCS balise. 

a) contact details of at least 03 suppliers of open protocol RFID tags shall 

be mentioned  

b) Only RFID reader and Tags are to be provided for distance 

synchronisation. 

Hence there is no change in para 5.4.2 of technical specification.  

14 5.4.3 System shall be capable to 

record route features with its 

distance from previous 

kilometre post accurately using 

previously prepared route 

feature location file & manually 

entered route features by event 

marker key pad using TRC’s 

navigation system and 

incorporate the same in the 

exception and analogue reports 

along with storing the same in 

data files.  

The TRC’s navigation system 

comprises of tachometer, ALD, 

event marker keypad and 

associated processing hardware 

and software. The method of 

incorporation and combining of 

these shall be got approved in 

advance from the purchaser. 

(a) Please provide the 

required positioning accuracy 

a) The distance of route feature shall be recorded and printed in meters 

(integer) from km post. The accuracy of distance will depend on 

odometer accuracy and synchronisation accuracy of RFID. 

 

Hence “The distance of route feature shall be recorded and printed in 

meters (integer) from km post. The accuracy of distance will depend on 

odometer accuracy and synchronisation accuracy of RFID” is appended in 

para 5.4.3 of technical specification 

15 5.4.5 The system shall have the facility 

to detect transponder (fixed at a 

known location) and synchronize 

the distance with respect to the 

actual location of the ground 

(a) What transponders do you 

mean? RFID or anything else 

?If we are right the main 

reference is a RFID text file 

(there are no codes for these 

a) Yes Transponder means RFID tag. GPS data will be used for reference if 

available in route data file. Text file will be used for landmarks, there will 

be no graphical diagram.  
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transponder stored in the route 

feature location file. In case a 

transponder is not detected or 

missing, then synchronization 

should take place on next 

transponder. It should not 

synchronize the route tape on 

detection of false ground targets 

such as points & crossings, level 

crossings approach etc. In 

addition, facility for manual 

synchronization by punching the 

kilometer switch of keypad shall 

also be provided. 

 

 

landmarks) and operator 

marks (km masts) in real time. 

GPS data will not be used for 

referencing. The other 

landmarks mentioned in the 

file are necessary for data 

output, for example, using the 

graphical diagram, but not for 

defining of reference point. 

That means not the landmarks 

but additional data sheets. 

(b) The Purchaser for every 

run route will generate text 

file of the landmarks. There is 

no unique database with 

railway diagram. 

(c) In case of side tracks there 

will be no data about 

landmarks in the file. Is is 

correct? 

 

 

 

 

b) Text file of route file landmarks are pre-generated and is to be used 

during recording. 

c) Same data will be used for main track and side track. 

 

Hence there is no change in para 5.4.5 of technical specification. 

 

16 5.4.6 The speed shall be accurately 

recorded using an optical or any 

other suitable encoder 

connected to one of the axles of 

the TRC. The speed shall be 

displayed in digital form inside 

the TRC at two suitable 

locations. A spare tachometer 

shall be provided duly 

connected with another axle as 

standby. 

(a) Required accuracy of 

accuracy measuring ? 

(b) Which axle boxes of the 

vehicle the odometers can be 

installed on ? 

a) Speed accuracy shall be ± 2%  

b) It will be installed on both side axle box of one axle. One side odometer 

will be used during recording and other side will be used as spare. 

 

Hence para 5.4.6 is amended to:- 

The speed shall be accurately recorded using an optical or any other 

suitable encoder connected to one of the axles of the TRC. The speed 

shall be displayed in digital form inside the TRC at two suitable 

locations. A spare tachometer shall be provided duly connected with 

other side of same axle as standby. Accuracy of Speed shall be +/-2%. 
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17 6.3 The latest and new industrial 

quality digital and analogue 

hardware, capable of 

withstanding the service 

conditions stipulated in clause 

no. 3.4 and vertical & lateral 

accelerations of upto 0.8 g at 

coach floor level and upto 1.0 g 

at the Measuring Frame/Sensor 

Beam fixed to the axle box/ 

Bogie shall be provided. Axle box 

mounted accelerometers shall 

be capable of withstanding 

acceleration occurring on IR 

track. Transducers/Sensors used 

shall be of rugged quality and 

well protected against flying 

objects, debris, shocks, 

vibrations etc. and shall be 

properly secured. 

(a) Please clarify the 

requirements to axle box 

accelerations and bogie frame 

accelerations. 

(b) Our observation is that 1g 

seems to be unrealistically 

less for axle boxes. 

a) For trouble free working of sensors mounted on axle box and bogie 

frame.  

b) The limits of accelerations have been specified for coach floor and 

measuring frame/sensor beam mounted on axle box and not for axle box. 

At axle box the accelerations will be high and for axle box level 

acceleration measurement, the accelerometers of + 5.0g shall be used. 

 

Hence “At axle box the accelerations will be high and for axle box level 

acceleration measurement, the accelerometers of + 5.0g shall be used” 

is appended in para 6.3 of technical specification. 

18 6.11 The system shall be provided 

with good quality UPS of proper 

rating and reputed make. The 

entire system will be powered 

via this UPS, with back up time 

of at least 60 minutes. Stand by 

constant voltage transformer 

(CVT) shall also be provided in 

addition to UPS. 

(a) Please clarify the 

requirements to the 

operation time using 

batteries. 60 min. seems 

unreal. 

a) 60 minutes back up time is minimum requirement. 

 

Hence there is no change in para 6.11 of technical specification. 

 

19 7.2.3 The post processing software 

module shall be capable for 

(a) Is it necessary to change 

the chord length and 

a) Yes, it is necessary.  
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generation viewing and printing 

of following reports from the 

stored processed data 

(exception report values). The 

reports are required to be 

generated both for profile and 

chord mode 

 

 

frequency characteristics of 

profiles by/during post 

processing ? 

(b) It’s possible to change the 

mentioned data by post 

processing, but the software 

for post processing will be 

much more complicated. 

 

 

 

 

b) This is not a clarification. it’s a information. 

 

Hence there is no change in para 7.2.3 of technical specification. 

20 9.2.1 The laboratory validation tests 

shall include detailed testing of 

various components, 

transducers, sub-systems, 

assemblies etc. of the system as 

per the approved lab validation 

scheme. The lab validation shall 

also include feeding of simulated 

signal of known amplitude and 

frequency for various simulated 

speeds in the range of 20kmph 

to 200kmph in the system and 

output will be compared with 

input signal after accounting for 

transfer function. 

(a) Why is it required? 

Generating of this simulation 

signal is a very hard task, 

which has no sense in order to 

control the system hardware 

functionality. Usually static 

tests are conducted. 

a) This is required to test system accuracy and functionality in laboratory 

before dispatch of system. 

 

Hence there is no change in para 9.2.1 of technical specification. 

 

21 10.3 System software flow chart, 

algorithms, source code, etc. 

shall be supplied. Source code 

and executable files of the 

software shall also be supplied 

on CD/DVD as well as in hard 

copy. 

(a) Algorithms and source 

codes are know-how and 

can’t be provided to 

Purchaser. Algorithms and 

source codes can be only 

provided for GUI (graphical 

user interface) and SW for 

a)  Complete source Code is required. 
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reports generating, which is 

used for special calculation of 

points, which are required as 

part of this tender document. 

This should be enough. Please 

clarify. 

(b) Why do you need all these 

papers with source codes ? 

(c) In which way the executed 

file should be printed? 

(d) What stands for “hard 

copy” ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) This is required to check correct  implementation of method for 

recording track parameters and to verify that no factor has been 

incorporated in measurements.. 

 

c)  Printout of executable files are not required. 

 

d) Hard Copy means print out of software. 

 

Hence there is no change in para 10.3 of technical specification. 

 

22 10.5 Complete filter design, it’s 

equations, transfer functions 

and plots/graphs for filter’s 

response shall be provided. 

Parameters and filter 

structure are know-how and 

can’t be transmitted to 

Purchaser. 

It is required, to test the accuracy and filter output. 

 

Hence there is no change in para 10.5 of technical specification. 

 

23 10.6 Licensed copy of operating 

systems, compilers or 

assemblers for the language 

used in writing the software 

shall be supplied. 

(a) Complying with this 

requirement with respect to 

Licensed copy of compilers 

means increasing of system 

costs, which may not be 

necessary. 

a) These are required as use of pirated versions is punishable under law in 

India. 

 

Hence there is no change in para 10.6 of technical specification. 

 

24 12.0 (b) 

Training 

Software: The training should be 

so imparted that any 

subsequent minor changes in 

processing software for indices 

calculation and reporting as 

(a) We do not carry out this 

kind of training. That is a new 

issue. Who can carry out 

training for SW source code? 

This is asking for too much. 

a)   This is required. 

 

Hence there is no change in para 12 (b) of technical specification. 
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desired by IR in future can be 

incorporated. This training shall 

include the explanation of flow 

charts, source code of the 

processing software supplied 

including algorithms. 

 

Clarification 24: Additional Question to purchaser by M/s INFOTRANS 

 

Clarification/additional question asked by M/s INFOTRANS RDSO Comments 

1. Which standards regarding fire safety, noise level, electromagnetic 

compliance etc. the system should comply with? 

1. For fire safety IR code of practice for prevention of fire on power cars will be 

applicable. The copy of same will be uploaded along with clarification on RDSO 

website against the tender. For electromagnetic induction requirements given in 

specifications will be applicable. For noise pollution no specific code is 

applicable, however noise pollution shall not be hazardous for human. 

 

2. Which documents (reports for strength calculations, certificates etc.) 

should be provided with the system. 

2. The relevant documents used in system design.   

 

3. Who deals with certification of an updated vehicle and on which terms? 3. Vehicle is not required to be updated. If any change/modification in vehicle is to 

be done prior approval of Carriage Directorate of RDSO is to be taken. 

4. On which plant/ area/ shed the equipment will be installed in the coach. 

Who will pay for usage of this plant? 

4. Equipment will be installed in the coach at RDSO yard.  RDSO shall provide 

necessary facilities in the yard. 

 

5. Who will adapt the axle boxes and bogie frames? Usually it is necessary 

to have a special license for execution of these works. 

5. It is to be done by supplier. 
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6. Please clarify the maintenance procedure of these components. Who 

would be required to be given training since such a person has to have a 

special license. Will the person be responsible full time for the 

components? 

6. Equipment shall be maintained according to procedure given in manual by the 

staff trained by the supplier as given in para 12 of specifications. Manual shall be 

provided by supplier 

7. We need to get engineering drawings for the locomotive and the 

requirements for cabling in order to examine the procedure for installing 

of the acceleration sensors on the locomotive. 

7. There is no need of eng. Drawing for locomotive.  Length of coach is only 

required which is approximately 25m and there will one additional coach between 

locomotive and TRC.  

 

8. We should keep some climatic conditions inside the coach in order to 

ensure the constant operation of the equipment inside the coach under 

conditions of high temperature and humidity. That’s why we need to get 

the documents for the climatic system installed inside the coach including 

its characteristics. 

8. Coach will be equipped with Air Conditioned plant. It shall be operated by RDSO 

personnel. The details of AC plant can be provided after award of work. 

Other Commercial Clarifications RDSO Comments 

1. Can Indian Agent pay for the EMD in Indian Rupees, on behalf of the 

Principal Foreign bidder? Please clarify. 

Please read para 0701 (d) of GT-ITT-June 2014 (Instructions to tenderers for Global 

tender for supply contract)  

 

2.(Ref 1104) Can the agency commission or any reimbursement of 

expenses of other remuneration be paid directly to the Indian Agent and 

not be mentioned in the offer ? Or is it mandatory that all such payment 

have to be mentioned? 

Para 1104 of GT-ITT-June 2014 is very clear if you also read para 0400 of GT-ITT-

June 2014. Also read para 3.1 of Special conditions of tender 

3. (Ref 1105 & 1106) We have read this clause. However, we seek to ask 

specifically, if part supply of the components can be made in foreign 

currency and part in Indian currency inspite of the bid being submitted by 

Foreign partner. If yes, how would the payment procedure be followed? 

Further if the installation and commissioning charges are to be paid in 

Indian Rupees can it be paid to Indian Agent instead of Foreign Bidder? 

Paras 1105 and 1106 of GT-ITT-June 2014 are very clear and reproduced below:-   

 

1105 The prices should be stated only in one currency and should be either in 

the currency of the manufacturer’s country or in US dollar or in any other 

currency widely used in international trade.  However, if the goods offered 

are manufactured in more than one country, the tenderer may state 

portions of the bid price in respective currency of the country of origin in 

which he wishes to be paid.  The bid price shall be the total of such 

portions. Alternatively, tenderer may, at his option, state the entire bid 
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price in US dollar or in any other currency widely used in international 

trade.  The portion of the bid price relating to components of Indian origin 

to be incorporated in the plant/ equipment and or installation of plant/ 

equipment shall be invariably stated in Indian Rupees.  Firms belonging to 

countries with which Government of India have Rupee Payment 

Agreements should quote the entire bid price in Indian Rupees. 

1106   In case of invitation of bids on DDP (Delivered Duty Paid) destination basis, 

the tenderers are required to quote their price indicating the breakup of 

following items of cost: 

A. Foreign Tenderers 

1)        FOB Cost excluding agency commission. 

2)        Agency commission 

3) Insurance Charges  
4) Freight charges applicable from Port of Despatch to the Indian Port 

of discharge.  
 

5) Charges for clearance at the Indian Port including Custom Duty 

which will be paid in Indian Rupees   and claimed from Purchasers 

at actuals.  

6) Charges for despatch in Rupees for shipment of the machine from 

the Indian Port to the site and the supplier shall be entirely 

responsible for the receipt of the machine at the destination in 

good condition.   
7) If required, charges in Rupees for making the foundation for the 

machine and for installation & commissioning of the machine at 

consignee’s site indicating taxes, if any.  

B) Indian Tenderers 

Indian Tenderers are required to quote on “Free delivery at 

consignee’s site” basis. They shall furnish break up of prices as per 
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prescribed format (Annexure-I or Annexure-II, Schedule to tender 

enclosed in Bid Document Part-I, Section-III). They shall also quote, 

if required, charges for making the foundation for the machine and 

for installation & commissioning of the machine at consignee’s site 

indicating taxes, if any. 

4. (Ref 1112) Can you please specify the HS Code for import since you have 

already imported similar equipments before? 

It is irrelevant to para 1112 of GT-ITT-June 2014. 

5. Regarding Warranty and Warranty Bonds : Please specify a time limit 

within which the Warranty Bond, post expiry of Warranty period will be 

released to the Contractor. This is important since Contractor cannot wait 

endlessly without defined time limit. 

The warranty of the system shall be for 18 months from the date of issue of 

commissioning certificate by RDSO.  Warranty Bank Guarantee shall be submitted 

before issue of commissioning certificate. Warranty BG shall be for 18 months +3 

months.  Warranty BG shall be released after submission of BG for AMC.  BG for 

AMC is required to be submitted within one month before completion of warranty 

period. 

 

6. (SCT – 6.1) The Eligibility criteria to be kindly clarified. It should be 

mentioned that the Bidder should have supplied at least one system 

covering all four parameters or two systems covering minimum two 

parameters but must have supplied systems covering all four parameters 

in those two systems. 

Suggestion is not agreed to. However, clause 6.1  of eligibility criteria is elaborated 

to avoid any confusion which is as under:- 

 

6.1 The bidder shall be either manufacturer or their authorized dealer and should 

have supplied, installed and commissioned at least two (02) [i.e. two or more than 

two] Contactless LASER sensor and inertial principle based track recording systems, 

have capability of recording at least up to a maximum speed of 200kmph and 

covering all the following four features in last five (5) years from the date of 

publication of tender notice on RDSO website i.e. on and after 26-07-2011   but 

not after last date of submission of bid/offer. 

Four are the following features: 

(i)Track Geometry parameters 

(ii) Vehicle Parameters 

(iii)Acceleration measurement at Axle box level 

(iv)Rail Profile and Wear parameter 

 

Such supplied and commissioned systems shall have the facility to record at least 
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two of the above features in each system in order to show their capability of all 

four features mentioned above together. 

 

The bidders shall submit copy of contracts and proof of date of installation & 

commissioning from the User Railways (Indian or foreign) showing/indicating 

features mentioned above in the supplied systems, along with techno-commercial 

bid/offer. 

 

Corrigendum is to be issued for para 6.1 of SCT and para 6.3 of SCT stands deleted. 

 

7. SCT – 6.2) The supplied system(s) should be performing satisfactorily 

and at least one system should be running satisfactorily over the part two 

years from the date of opening of the tender. Letter not earlier than 2 

months from the date of opening of this tender should be furnished as 

proof of the same. 

Clause 6.2  of eligibility criteria is elaborated to avoid any confusion which as 

under:- 

 

The supplied systems shall be performing satisfactorily on a railway network and at 

least one (01) [i.e. one or more than one system] supplied and commissioned by 

the bidder, each system having at least two of the features so as to cover all the 

four features mentioned in clause 6.1 above in the supplied system/systems, shall 

be performing satisfactorily on a railway network {Indian or Foreign} at least for 

last 02 years i.e. such systems should be supplied and commissioned before 26-07-

2014 (two years from date of publishing the tender notice on RDSO website). The 

Bidder should submit the performance certificate/report issued by the user 

Railways (Indian or Foreign) of such systems indicating the features covered 

therein in the performance certificate/report alongwith techno-commercial 

bid/offer as documentary proof to meet the eligibility criteria. Such performance 

report from users shall not be more than one year old. 

 

Corrigendum is to be issued for para 6.2 of SCT and para 6.3 of SCT stands deleted. 

8. (SCT – 8.2) The installation and field test parameters to be specified 

with time frame without which the testing cannot be done infinitely. Also, 

the availability of driver, right of way and other such means to be ensured 

and given in writing by Purchaser once delivery has been taken. 

It is clarified that Installation shall be done by supplier/firm. Field test parameters 

are given in specification.  This TRC is not self- propelled. For any trial, Driver and 

Guard are booked.  RDSO depends on Zonal railway for driver and guard. 
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9. (SCT – 9.5) Removal and Installation is not clear. Does this mean that 

the entire system will be stripped off the coach and have to be re-

installed? 

It is clarified that during overhauling, coach is lifted.  So Track recording system 

mounted near bogie of coach is to be removed before sending for overhauling.  

After returning back from overhauling, system shall be reinstalled.  All monitors 

and other small items (part of system) shall be kept at safe place. 

 

10. (SCT – 10.5) It is practically impossible to ensure that all spares are 

stocked and mentioned. There are certain items which may not be 

covered under AMC and can be ascertained to a break down maintenance. 

There has to be provision for incorporating this into the AMC separately 

after prior approval from authorities. 

Para 10.5 of SCT (Special conditions of tender) is very clear and level playing for all 

bidders. Hence your suggestion is not agreed to. 

11 (SCT – 14.1) The 10% CPG and then again 20% Bank Guarantee is not 

practical. As it is the documents are being negotiated through the bank 

and assessed by the bank and confirmed by the consignee. A 10% CPG + 

10% PBG is sought and requested. 

Para 14.1 of SCT (Special conditions of tender) is very clear and level playing for all 

bidders. Hence your suggestion is not agreed to. 

12. (GT-ITT- 0404) Successful completion of the contract is ambiguous. It 

should be mentioned after successful prove out since the contract is valid 

upto warranty period and AMC as well. Commission payment cannot wait 

that long. 

Para 0404 of GT-ITT-June 2014 is very clear and there is no ambiguity in the para. 

Please read the para very carefully. 

13. (GT-ITT 0405) Service Tax will be shown separately on Invoice of 

commission? What TDS will be deducted from payment of: (a) Foreign 

Currency Bills (b) Commission in Indian Rupees? 

Para 0405 of GT-ITT-June 2014 is very clear and there is no ambiguity in the para. 

Please read this para and para 3.1 of SCT (Special conditions of tender) very 

carefully. 

14. You are requested to kindly extend the date of tender opening to 3rd 

week of October,2016 at least in order to give time for preparation of 

documents 

The last date of submission of bid has been extended from 08-09-2016 to 20-10-

2016 (Thursday), closing time 14:30 hrs (IST).  

 


